On the distinction between access and store disorders in schizophrenia: a question of deficit severity?
This study documents a severe face naming impairment in schizophrenic patients. A series of twelve patients was examined further to determine whether this deficit conformed to either an access or store disorder as described originally by Warrington and Shallice. This analysis of consistency across time, effects of cueing and familiarity effects revealed heterogeneous performance patterns; pointing to access disorders in some patients and store disorders in others. However, the difference between access-like and store-like patterns of performance was strongly correlated with quantitative differences in patient deficit-severity. Hence, the notion of dichotomous access and store disorders, in schizophrenic patients, may be deceptive; with the naming performance of schizophrenics varying according to the extent of their stored knowledge, rather than any qualitative differences between patients. These findings have implications for our understanding of: cognitive deficits in both schizophrenic and neurological patients; the relationship between psychotic and neurological disorders and perhaps for the underlying neurophysiological dysfunction.